
Quarter: 3 Year: 2020

Result: Comment:

Facility Customer Usage

1 Leisure Centre Usage Figures 249666
Quarter 3 is the quietest period for the organisation due to social changes heading towards the festive season. Therefore, it was expected the 
usage figure totals would reflect this and decrease compared to quarter 2. 

2 Membership Visits 214636 As above.

3 Pay As You Go Visits 69505 As above.

Health and Wellbeing

4
12 Week Adherence to the Exercise Referral 
Programme (%)

45% Q3 is always the most challenging quarter of the year due to the lead up to Christmas so for Q3's 12 week adherence to be similar to that in Q2 is 
very encouraging. We will be working extremely hard in the final quarter to ensure we exceed our 12 week adherence target of 50%.5 24 week completion of the Exercise Referral Service (%) 56% Once we manage to get our customers through the first 12 weeks and they start to see the positive impact the program is having on their health 
condition we do tend to keep them for the remainder of the program and any participants that do drop out after 12 weeks tends to be due to their 6

Exercise referral service completers classified as active 
at 24 weeks (%)

49% Again due to the time of year and how preoccupied people are on the lead up to and over Christmas it is very difficult engaging with customers to 
complete their exit questionnaire during their final assessment and therefore this is probably an inaccurate account of the amount of people still 7

Exercise referral service completers who report positive 
change in physical health at 24 weeks (%)

66% We have seen some positive changes within the way our scheme is delivered, with more 1-2-1 gym programmes and better supportI hope this 
has contributed to the positive changes.8

Exercise referral service completers who report positive 
changes in psychological wellbeing at 24 weeks (%)

60% This is a big increase and it could be for a number of reasons different people are referred all of the time the group dynamics can change month 
to month. Operational efficiency and effectiveness

9 Number of new memberships 1532
Quarter 3 is a challenging quarter with many cancelling their memberships due to the seasonal period, therefore there is a decrease compared to 
quarter 2. To help increase sales, sites ran a seasonal promotion of advance payment memberships.

10 Live DD Fitness Members 39257
Although the total quarterly live DD fitness member numbers have decreased, it is still within a short range of the previous quarters. Again, this 
seasonal drop would have been expected.

11 Fitness membership growth -1258
As previously highlighted, it was expected that due to the lead up to the festive season there would be a seasonal drop in membership growth, 
with many cancelling or not renewing around this time of year.

12 Number of ‘learn to swim’ participants 13976

Although the Learn to Swim were at our highest at the end of Quarter 2, this dropped by 77 in October. It increased slightly by 26 in November, 
however this again dropped by 77 in December. It is believed to be as a result of both the seasonal drop, and the pool disruption at Ashington 
Leisure Centre, Blyth Sports Centre and Concordia Leisure Centre. Due to the disruption it has lead for the Swim teams to reschedule and 
coordinate lessons at different sites. As a result, it has been difficult to fill the lessons from the waiting lists for these centres due to the reduced 
space.

13 Swimming Development Occupancy (%) 81.87%
Although there has been disruption at three of the ten sites that have swimming provisions, overall the quarter 3 occupancy has increased 
compared to quarter 2.

14 Level of Customer Satisfaction (reported bi-annually)
15 Fitness membership retention (%) (reported annually)
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Please provide the result and comment for each KPI in particular providing an explanation where there has been a significant increase/decrease within this quarter.
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